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TAKING THE BISCUIT

01. ALBUM des célébrités contemporaines publié par LefèvreUtile Nantes [c.1901].
Oblong small folio (262 × 344 mm), pp. [22]; chromolithographed on
thick dark grey paper, the leaves with ornate die-cut frames holding 56
chromolithographed cards; original embossed decorated boards, cloth
spine.
£950
A beautiful piece of Art Nouveau book production, in excellent condition.
In 1901, the famous biscuit company Lefèvre-Utile began to issue, on its
packets of biscuits, various chromolithographed cards featuring famous
figures from the arts; each card (170 × 92 mm), embossed with silver or
gold, bore a black-and-white photograph portrait of the celebrity—actor,
artist, writer, etc.—along with a relevant colour image and a quotation
from the celebrity themselves in praise of LU biscuits.

The company also produced albums to house the cards. The present
example has been completed (naturally, different albums might hold
different cards, depending on what the owner inserted) with 48 cards of
celebrities: actors Sarah Bernhardt, Eugénie Segond-Weber, Jane
Hading, Gabrielle Réjane, Constant Coquelin (two different cards),
Eugène Silvain, Léonie Yahne, Ève Lavallière, Suzanne Desprès, Félix
Galipaux, Jules Leitner, and August Mévisto; singers Meyrianne Héglon,
Marcelle Lender, Lina Landouzy, Lucienne Bréval, Berthe Soyer,
Théodore Botrel, and Jeanne Raunay; dancers Carlotta Zambelli and
Cléo de Mérode; playwrights Victorien Sardou and Georges Feydeau;
composers Jules Massenet, Alexandre Georges, Raoul Pugno, and
Gabriel Pierné; painters Lucius Rossi, Delphin Enjolras, Hippolyte
Berteaux, Paul Chocarne-Moreau, Madeleine Lemaire, Albert Guillaume,
Fernand Cormon, Henri Harpignies, Ferdinand Roybet, Albert Matignon,
and Jean Rameau; illustrators Benjamin Rabier and Jules Grün; writers
Anatole France, Jean Richepin, François Coppée, and Victor
Margueritte, as well as the explorers Gabriel Bonvalot and LouisGustave Binger, and the philanthropist Anne de Rochechouart de
Mortemart, duchesse d’Uzès. Eight landscape-format cards featuring
scenes of Paris by Luigi Loir (1845–1916) are included at the end.

‘TOO SHOCKING,—EVEN FOR A
GERMAN DRAMA’: THE DEDICATION COPY
02. [ARNOLD, Samuel James].
The Woodman’s Hut: a melodramatic Romance, in three Acts.
As now performed at the Theatre
Royal, Drury Lane. The Music
composed by Mr. Horn. London:
Printed for John Miller … 1814.
8vo (207 × 126 mm) in half-sheets, pp.
[4], 46, [2]; light offsetting in places, a
couple of smudges to p. 5; old
wrappers; inscribed ‘Miss Kelly from the
Auth[or]’ (cropped) on the title.
£350
First edition, the dedication copy,
inscribed to the talented young actress
and opera singer Fanny Kelly (1790–
1882), later the object of Charles
Lamb’s affections and the subject of his
poem ‘Barbara S----’. ‘The Author …

acknowledges, with many thanks, the effective exertions of the
Performers of this Melo-drama. At the same time, without the remotest
intention of making any invidious distinction, he begs leave to dedicate it
to MISS KELLY, as a sincere mark of his admiration of her talents, and
of his high respect for the virtues which so eminently distinguish her
character in private life’ (Advertisement).
Arnold (1774–1852) had become manager of the new Drury Lane
Theatre in 1812, where he was criticised for having his own works
performed. He lasted until 1815, when he resigned. The Woodman’s
Hut is a Gothic piece with a German setting; there is even a character
called Werther. The Monthly Review wrote: ‘No avowal is here made …
of this play being derived from a foreign stock: but we rather suspect that
something more than its localities and characters has been obtained
from the Continent. It is calculated for effect on the stage, and we hear
(for we have not seen it) that it succeeds so well in this respect that it
may be contented without aspiring to any higher reputation. The
conclusion of the last scene leaves an impression on the mind which is
too shocking,—even for a German drama.’
Summers, p. 4.

‘AMONG THE EARLIEST EXAMPLES OF THE NEW TYPOGRAPHY’
03. [BAUHAUS.] A collection of Notgeld designed by Herbert
Bayer. Weimar, 1923.
14 notes (each 70 × 138 mm), printed in various colours: 6 one-millionmark notes (Series C–H, issued on 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, and 24 August
1923 respectively), 7 two-million-mark notes (Series A–G, issued on 26,
28, 30 August, 1 and 3 September respectively), and 1 five-million-mark
note (Series H, issued on 3 September); some creasing and light
staining, but in very good condition overall.
Together: £1400
‘The first commission the Bauhaus received for a mass-machinefabricated product’ (Heise, p. 125), and an incunable of the New
Typography.
Everyone knows, or thinks they know, the catastrophic German
hyperinflation of the early 1920s, thanks to photographs of people
pushing wheelbarrows full of money, or burning bundles of worthless
banknotes as fuel. But there was another pecuniary phenomenon to
come out of those years: Notgeld, or ‘emergency money’, which was
issued locally right across the country in place of the low-value coins
which had vanished due to a shortage of metal during the War. Neil

MacGregor explains: ‘as there was no longer an effective national
currency for the lower denominations, every town and city had to make
its own. High-value notes from the Reichsbank continued to circulate.
Notgeld is the small change of daily life: that is what makes it so
interesting … Some of the most distinguished Notgeld came from
Weimar, the birthplace of the Bauhaus art and design movement, where
in the early 1920s the aesthetic and functional world was being entirely
reimagined. The Weimar notes were designed by Herbert Bayer of the
Bauhaus. There are no historical or touristic themes on these notes [as
was common on other towns’ Notgeld]. Just pure function, clear
communication, bold design. Bayer used strong colours and then simply
words and numbers in characteristic typography. Form
uncompromisingly follows function. This Notgeld is an aesthetic
manifesto for modernism. Bayer had only two days to design these
notes in 1923, but he realized this was a rare chance to present
Bauhaus typography and design to a mass public who would have no
option but to use them. Advanced modernist design would reach every
household within hours. Notgeld gave Bauhaus a previously
unimaginable degree of public exposure’ (Germany: Memories of a
Nation, 2014, pp. 419–21, 425–7).

Nele Heise describes it as ‘a unique commission in the history of the
Bauhaus and one whose impact continues to be underestimated. Here
an extremely modern design by a Bauhaus student found broad regional
distribution with a large print run; what is more, Bayer’s emergency
banknotes are among the earliest examples of the New Typography,
which is sometimes referred to “Bauhaus typography”’ (‘The Money:
New Typography in Everybody’s Pockets’, The Bauhaus and Public
Relations: Communication in a Permanent State of Crisis, Routledge,
2014, p. 120). Other Notgeld of the period, ‘especially those meant for
collectors, had extremely elaborate designs, or conveyed critiques of
contemporary developments. This “efflorescence” as a “special German
path” is significant due to the fact that Bayer’s design markedly departed
from the contemporary German design tradition of inflation money.
Bayer’s design is rather to be seen in the course of which European
graphic design underwent a fundamental shift in appearance, with
playful, decorative ornamentation giving way to functional, sober
designs’ (op. cit., p. 124). Bayer (1900–1985), though still a student,
had some past experience in designing Notgeld, when he produced the
money for the Austrian town of Lembach in 1920. A set of the notes he
designed for Lembach (10, 20, 50 Heller) is included here, for
comparative purposes.

‘DARK BUT QUITE BEAUTIFUL’
04. BENN, Gottfried. Morgue. A new
translation by Simon Beattie. [Chesham:]
Breitenweg 2018.
8vo (203 × 125 mm), pp. [8]; original printed
wrappers.
£12
First edition of this translation, printed in only 250
copies: ‘powerful translations’ (Adam Freudenheim),
‘scalpel-sharp’ (Sammy Jay), ‘dark but quite beautiful’
(Rebecca Rego Barry, Fine Books Magazine).
Gottfried Benn (1886–1956) wrote Morgue in 1912,
when he was only 25. It was his first published work.
The expressionist verse, inspired by Benn’s work as a
pathologist, shocked readers at the time, but the
edition, printed in 500 copies, sold out within eight
days.

A QUESTION OF TRANSLATION

05. BURGESS, Anthony. Zavodnoi apel’sin. Roman. Perevod
s angliiskogo V. Boshniaka [A Clockwork Orange. A novel.
Translated from the English by Vladimir Boshniak]. Leningrad
«Khudozhestvennaia literatura» leningradskoe otdelenie.
Sotsial’no-kommercheskaia firma «Chelovek» 1991. [With:]
—————. Zavodnoi apel’sin. Ispoved’ khuligana [A Clockwork
Orange. The confession of a hooligan]. Literaturnyi fond pisatelei
Kyrgyzstana Nauchno-proizvodstvennaia firma “Forum”
Obshchestvenno-pravovaia gazeta “Delo N …” Bishkek–[19]91.
Two editions, 8vo (197 × 124 and 200 × 130 mm), pp. 156, [4]; 173, [3],
with some full-page illustrations by A. Zlatkin and E. Guzairov; both
books in original illustrated stiff-paper wrappers, rubbed, small tear at
foot of spine of the Boshniak translation, short tear to the fore-margin of
the title of the Sinelshchikov.
Together: £950
First editions: two rival Russian translations of A Clockwork Orange.
First published in 1962, and of course achieving even greater notoriety
thanks to Stanley Kubrick’s film in 1971, Burgess’s novel did not appear
in Russian until 1991. In fact, that year saw two translations, one
by Vladimir Boshniak, published in Leningrad, the other by Yevgeny
Sinelshchikov, published in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan (just as the Soviet

Union was beginning to collapse). Boshniak’s appeared first: an extract
in Liternaturnaia gazeta in 1990, then the complete book in May
1991. An extract from Sinelshchikov’s version was published in the
magazine Iunost’ in 1991, the complete book in July 1991. Although
marked ‘an authorised translation’, Sinelshchikov’s was never reprinted,
whereas Boshniak’s remains in print.
Burgess famously invented a slang for his teenage characters, called
Nadtsat (from the Russian suffix -nadtsat’, ‘-teen’): ‘horrorshow’ (from
khorosho), ‘good’; ‘droog’, ‘friend’, etc. Naturally, Nadtsat presents a
difficulty for a Russian translator: how do you render Burgess’s
Russianised slang in Russian? It is interesting that Boshniak and
Sinelshchikov opted for different means of giving a Russian reader that
element of strangeness presented to an Anglophone reader of the
novel. Boshniak decided to transliterate the Nadtsat words using roman
characters within the Cyrillic text, whereas Sinelshchikov transliterated
English words using Cyrillic characters, even providing a glossary at the
start of the book: thus aizy for ‘eyes’; blad for blood; mani for
‘money’; taun for ‘town’, etc.
WorldCat locates 4 copies of the Boshniak translation (Princeton, Miami,
Texas A&M, Hebrew University), but none whatsoever for the
Sinelshchikov, which must be very rare.

KUBRICK PHOTOMONTAGE COVER

06. CLARKE, Arthur C. A collection of his science fiction titles in
Russian, 1966–76.
Together: £800
Profiles of the Future (1962)
Cherty budushchego. Perevod s angliiskogo Ia. Berlina i V.
Koltovogo … Izdatel’stvo «Mir», Moskva 1966. 8vo (200 × 126 mm),
pp. 279, [9]; leaves toned due to paper stock; original printed wrappers,
slightly creased and rubbed, small chip at head of spine. First edition in
Russian. WorldCat locates 2 copies only: Haifa (Israel) and Mount
Holyoke College.
Dolphin Island (1963)
Ostrov delfinov. Povest’ o morskom narode. Gidrometeorologicheskoe
izdatel’stvo Leningrad, 1967. 8vo (200 × 129 mm), pp. 141, [3]; original
illustrated wrappers, rubbed, with a few short tears to spine, chipped at
foot, light waterstain to wrappers and final leaf only, tear to corner of rear
cover. First edition in Russian. Not in WorldCat.

2001: A Space Odyssey (1968)
Kosmicheskaia odisseia 2001 goda. Sbornik nauchno-fantasticheskikh
proizvedenii … Izdatel’stvo «Mir», Moskva 1970. Small 8vo (163 × 124
mm), pp. 333, [3]; leaves toned due to paper stock; original illustrated
wrappers, some wear to spine. First edition in Russian. WorldCat
locates 3 copies only: Biblioteca Nacional de España, Waseda (Japan),
and Boston Public Library. The photomontage cover, by Y. L.
Maksimov, features stills from the 1968 Stanley Kubrick film, including
American actors Keir Dullea and Gary Lockwood.
Rendezvous with Rama (1972)
Svidanie s Ramoi. Nauchno-fantasticheskii roman. Perevod s
angliiskogo K. Senina … Izdatel’stvo «Mir», Moskva 1976. Small 8vo
(165 × 118 mm), pp. 285, [3]; ink ownership inscription to inside front
cover and final page; original illustrated wrappers, a little rubbed. First
edition in Russian. WorldCat locates 2 copies only: Marshall Center for
Security Studies (Germany) and Waseda.

THE FIRST BOOK DEVOTED TO BACH

07. FORKEL, Johann Nikolaus. Life of John Sebastian Bach;
with a critical View of his Compositions … Translated from the
German. London: Printed for T. Boosey and Co. … 1820.
8vo (218 × 133 mm) in half-sheets, pp. xi, [1], 116; with 3 folding
engraved plates of music (printed on two leaves) at the end; uncut in the
original drab boards, rebacked.
£250
First edition in English of the ‘important
biography’ Ueber Johann Sebastian Bachs
Leben, Kunst und Kunstwerke (Leipzig,
1802) by Forkel (1749–1818), ‘generally
regarded as one of the founders of modern
musicology’ (New Grove), whose
Allgemeine Geschichte der Musik (1788–
1801) was the standard German history of
music at the end of the eighteenth century.
‘A significant primary source for Bach
research [which] includes information he
gathered directly from Bach’s sons Wilhelm
Friedrich and Carl Philipp Emanuel,
information not preserved in any other
source’ (The Century of Bach and Mozart,
Harvard exhibition catalogue, 2005, p. 37),
the present work is ‘the first book devoted
to Bach … While writing his book, Forkel
contemplated that an English translation of
it would be made … [but] no English
translation of the full biography was
published during Forkel’s lifetime’ (Kassler,
pp. 169, 174). The composer Samuel
Wesley and fellow Bach enthusiast, the German émigré Charles
Frederick Horn, had intended to publish an English version by ‘Mr
Stephenson’ as early as 1808, but in the event it did not appear until
1820. COPAC, and other sources, suggest the translator was Rowland
Stephenson, a banker (who later absconded to America), but Kassler
has shown that it was probably the work his father-in-law, Edward
Stephenson (1759–1833), a collector of Handel manuscripts and a friend
of Horn’s, who may have aided in the translation.
See Michael Kassler, ‘The English translations of Forkel’s Life of Bach’,
The English Bach Awakening: Knowledge of J. S. Bach and his Music in
England 1750–1830 (2004), pp. 169–209.

08–11. [GERMANS IN AMERICA.] The following four items,
though spanning two centuries, all relate to Germans who
emigrated to what is now the United States. ‘One of the most
significant contributions to the great composite which is American
culture was made by the Germans, who in colonial times
established settlements on the eastern seaboard and then later in
the Midwest, the plains states, and Texas. Among ethnic groups
none could surpass their ability to assimilate a new culture, while
retaining the basis of the old one over a period of many
generations’ (Robert P. Bareikis, The Transition to Modern
Germany: the Eighteenth Century, Lilly Library, 1975, 60).
THE FIRST DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN ENGLISH?

08. [GERMANS IN AMERICA.] LUDWIG, Christian. A
Dictionary English, German and French, containing not only the
English Words in their alphabetical Order, together with their
several Significations; but also their proper Accent, Phrases,
figurative Speeches, Idioms, and Proverbs, taken from the best
new Dictionaries … Second Edition carefully revised, corrected,
and considerably augmented. Leipzig and Francfurt [colophon:
Leipzig, gedruckt bey George Saalbach] 1736.
4to (240 × 187 mm), pp. [4], 739, [1]; title printed in red and black, the
text in double columns; some browning and light foxing, browning to pp.
122–3 from a piece of paper left in the book, some old waterstaining to
the lower part of the leaves towards the end; contemporary full vellum,
soiled, spine lettered gilt, section of front free endpaper cut away. £600
Second edition, revised and enlarged, of an important early English–
German dictionary. It went on to become something of a standard
throughout the century, with further editions in 1763 and 1791.
A doctor by training, Christian Ludwig (also Lodowick, 1660–1728),
emigrated to America in about 1684, where he practised in Rhode Island
and Boston, before returning to Germany at the end of the century. ‘By
1706 his reputation as a scholar and teacher of English became firmly
established with the publication of A Dictionary English, German and
French. Ten years later appeared his equally important TeutschEnglisches Lexicon, Leipzig, 1716. These dictionaries were none of the
inadequate little word lists that their predecessors had been, but large
scholarly quartos … which offered much more than the bare translations

of single words. The same
superiority is to be noticed in
his compendious English
grammar of the following year:
Gründliche Anleitung zur
Englischen Sprache [the book
which Wieland used to learn
English] … Thus for the first
time in 1717 there existed
adequate grammatical and
lexicographical material as a
basis for that fruitful intellectual
and literary exchange between
England and Germany which
had such a decisive effect upon
German classical and then
upon English Romantic
literature’ (Jantz, pp. 20–1).
The first dictionary to be
published in America was in
1788 (William Perry’s Royal
Standard English Dictionary;
two printings: Boston and Worcester, Mass.), and the first dictionary
compiled by an American came out even later, in 1797/8 (Samuel
Johnson Jr’s School Dictionary, published in New Haven). Does that
make Ludwig’s the first dictionary of American English?
Alston II, 113. ESTC locates 4 copies outside Europe: Indiana State,
Library Company of Philadelphia, Nova Scotia Public Archives, and
Yale. On Ludwig, see Harold Jantz, ‘Christian Lodowick of Newport and
Leipzig’, Rhode Island History, Oct. 1944, Vol. III, No. 4, pp. 105–117,
and Jan. 1945, Vol. IV, No. 1, pp. 13–26.

BLESS THIS HOUSE

09. [GERMANS IN AMERICA.] Haus-Segen … Reading
[Pennsylvania]: gedruckt und zu haben bey Johann Ritter und
Comp. [1826].
Letterpress broadside (412 × 325 mm) with woodcut decoration,
coloured by hand; some light browning, small hole at head, affecting
woodcut, short tear at foot (no loss), a few other marginal chips or tears.
£300*

‘This elaborate house-blessing, issued in the 1820s by Johann Ritter
and Company of Reading … provides a unique poetic blessing rather
than the common prose versions and the shorter poetic example already
discussed. And there are lots of fascinating woodcut illustrations. For
example, at the top a plump cherub in the clouds blows a trumpet in his
right hand and holds another in his left. Two winged cherubs border the
main text, one bearing a banner displaying a cross, the other a laurel
wreath and a palm branch. Below are two birds perched on branches—
common designs found on many fraktur pieces, printed and manuscript.
And at the very bottom is an unusual grouping of the products of the

Pennsylvania Dutch farm and orchard—two ears of corn, some heads of
spelt, or German wheat, a bunch of grapes, some fruit, and a sprig of
dill.
‘The text is also unusual. It is found in three cartouches—two at the top,
asking for God’s blessing on the individual, and the main text in the
center … This intriguing piece of Pennsylvania Dutch ephemera thus
gives us a vivid glimpse into the life and work of the Pennsylvania Dutch
farmers and their families, for whom it was intended. It draws upon
orthodox Protestant spirituality and reflects hopes, fears, and blessings
associated with the rural life of our ancestors in the farm country of
Pennsylvania’ (Yoder).
Don Yoder, The Pennsylvania German Broadside: a history and guide
(Pennsylvania State University Press, 2005), p. 205 (with illustration).

A LEADER IN LITHOGRAPHY

10. [GERMANS IN AMERICA.] [EDDY, Elford]. The Log of a
Cabin Boy. San Francisco, Cal. December 27, 1922.

8vo (209 × 125 mm), pp. [2], 40, [6]; illustrations in the text; printed on
tinted laid paper within a coloured border; uncut in the original embossed
thick-paper wrappers; inscribed ‘To Russell Fine[?] in remembrance of
his visit to his friend Max Schmidt January 1930’ on the title.
£250
A privately-printed biographical tribute to Max Schmidt (1850–1936),
who has inscribed the present copy, founder of the Schmidt Lithograph
Company, at one time the largest printing company on the West Coast.
The Schmidt Lithograph Co. Clock Tower, built the year before the
present tribute was produced, is still a San Francisco landmark. For
more on Schmidt and his business, along with colour illustrations of its
output, see Samantha Johnson, ‘Max Schmidt: a leader in lithography’
(blog of the Henry Ford Museum of American Innovation, 13 Sep. 2019).

11. [GERMANS IN AMERICA.] [SCHNEIDEREITH & SONS.]
One Hundred Years being a History of the first One Hundred
Years of the Printing Firm of Schneidereith & Sons, in the City of
Baltimore as well as a Presentation of Printing Americana being
relics of Yesteryear setting forth Printing of Character in a
Victorian Dress, and including also the Presentation of a
Schneidereith Chrestomathy being a Gleaning of Memorable
Thoughts presented in
Attractive Print. [Copyright
1949 by Schneidereith &
Sons, Baltimore, Md.]
4to (278 × 214 mm), pp. [10],
68, [2]; illustrations in the text,
two plates tipped in; original
publisher’s cloth, advance
presentation slip, to the printer
C. Harold Lauck (1896–1975),
loosely inserted.
£50
First edition. ‘1949 marks the
one hundredth anniversary of
the printing firm of
Schneidereith & Sons. As the
century drew to a close, we had
the impulse to create a
specimen of craftsmanship so
outstanding that it would have a
chance for survival … This
anniversary book is the

outcome. The fore part contains a brief account of the origin and
development of the enterprise to which three generations of
Schneidereiths have devoted their business lives. This includes some
specimens of printing Americana. The last part of the book is devoted to
a collection of writings or utterances which have no connection
whatsoever with our history, but which originated in our century of time.
They are presented for your interest and reading pleasure, and also to
emphasize those characteristics of printing which through the centuries
have justified its recognition as the “art preservative of all arts”’
(Foreword).

MARKED UP, UNPUBLISHED, WITH ADDITIONAL MATERIAL

12. MERLET, Jean-François-Louis. Collection of materials
relating to the premiere of Sous un autre ciel, Toulouse, 1914.
Large 4to (274 × 232 mm), ff. 131, plus some blank leaves at the end;
some browning due to paper stock; contemporary quarter roan, marbled
paper sides and endpapers, spine lettered gilt; joints a trifle rubbed, but
sound.
£1500
The playwright’s own collection of
documents relating to the premiere of his
play, Sous un autre ciel, performed in
the Théâtre des Variétés in Toulouse on
24 April 1914. According to Merlet’s
(1848–1942) own notes here, the play
was originally written between 1907 and
1909, but that first manuscript has now
been destroyed (f. 2). This is the
prompter’s copy, ‘avec une partie
seulement des coupures, faits à la
representation, d’après mes avis’
(signed June 1914). Merlet’s heavily
marked-up typescript occupies pp. 2–
110. This is followed by two autograph
letters, signed, to Merlet from, M. SaintLéon, who played Jean Lecaptard, and
the director, Édouard Azéma, who also
took the part of Gilbert Hardy-Aubiet; a
copy of the original programme; nine
photographs or postcards of the cast
and set; fourteen pages of press cuttings
relating to the play, most from Toulouse
and the surrounding area; and two

folded posters (c.600 × 365 mm, printed on red paper, and c.1000 × 760
mm, printed on blue paper, slightly cropped) advertising the production.
The play, which apparently remains unpublished, is set in Paris and
Algiers. Grasping industrialist Jean Lecaptard ruins his rivals, among
them the Aubiet family who relocate to Algeria, close to the Moroccan
border, to rebuild their lives and their fortune. After much drama, and
colonial colour, Lecaptard finally sees the error of his ways and, on his
deathbed, envisages happiness ‘under another sky’.

SIGNED

13. MOLNÁR, Ferenc. Égi és földi szerelem … Rippl-Rónai
József öt könyomatu képmellékletével. Budapest a Pantheon …
1922.
4to (267 × 189 mm), pp. [8], 11–159, [1]; with 5 chromolithographed
plates; half-title printed in red, title printed in red and black;

contemporary brown morocco, a little rubbed, spine and front cover
lettered gilt, patterned silk endpapers.
£400
First edition of Molnár’s Heavenly and Earthly Love, a dramatic study by
the great Hungarian playwright of the love of a mother and daughter for
the same young man; the title is taken from Titian’s Amor Sacro e Amor
Profano. An English translation, by the American poet Edna St Vincent
Millay, appeared in New York in 1929.
One of 500 numbered copies (this being no. 163), signed by both the
author and the illustrator, József Rippl-Rónai (1861–1927).
WorldCat locates 2 copies outside Europe, at Chicago and Indiana.

14. [NIAGARA PAPER
MILLS.] [Cover title:] Sultan
Papers … Lockport New
York [1917?].
4to (304 × 227 mm), ff. [28];
printed in different colours on a
variety of paper stocks;
original embossed paper
covers, slight discoloration to
spine and edges, but in very
good condition overall. £250
Sample book for the exotic
‘Sultan Papers’ produced by
the Niagara Paper Mills.
WorldCat locates 2 copies:
Williams College, giving a date
of ‘1917’, and the Deutsche
Nationalbibliothek, giving a
date of ‘1925’.

USED BY AN ENGLISH VISITOR?

15. NOUVELLE CARTE Geographique des Postes
d’Allemagne et des Provinces limitrophes … Neue und
vollständige Postkarte durch ganz Deutschland verfertiget
von Johann Jacob von Bors zu Overen, des H. R. Reichs
Grænz Ober-Postmeistern zu Maseyck und nach seinem
Ableben übersehen von Franz Joseph Heger … Im Verlag
bey denen Homaennischen Erben in Nürnberg [1764].
8vo (228 × 138 mm), comprising 16 engraved sections,
coloured by hand, and an engraved overview map at the
beginning, each folded in half, mounted on stubs, and stitched
into contemporary red paste-paper wrappers, spine chipped at
head and tail, short tear to rear cover.
£400
First edition. Following the instructions to the binder at the foot
of the overview map at the beginning, the main map itself has
here been bound up as a book. It evidently belonged to an
English-speaking traveller, too, as the word ‘Germany’ has been
written across the front cover by a contemporary hand.
Tooley, Mapmakers, p. 71.

16. [POMPEII.] Original fan leaves, or designs for fan leaves.
Presumably Italy, early nineteenth century.
Sections of two original fan leaves, or designs for them, coloured by
hand (145 × 295 mm and 95 × 234 mm), sometime mounted on a sheet
of paper.
£500*
Perhaps aimed at Grand Tourists, depicted here are one of the
Strombolian eruptions at Vesuvius which took place in the second half of
1785; the Macellum of Pozzuoli, thought at the time to be a Serapeum;
and the Gladistors’ Barracks at Pompeii.

BLUE BLOOD

17. [PRINTING: IN COLOUR.] Four mezzotints of blood sports,
printed in blue. Augsburg, Johann Christoph Haffner’s heirs, after
1754.
Four mezzotints (330 × 430 mm), printed in blue on leaves measuring
430 × 595 mm, the images within rococo borders, each numbered 1–4 in
the top left-hand corner of the plate; the first also marked ‘No 8’ in the
bottom right-hand corner; each captioned with a quatrain in German and
Latin; some browning/finger-marking to extremities, old ms. numbering
in bottom left-hand corner, but in very good condition.
£3500*
A set of four international hunting scenes—‘Wilde Ochsen Hatz’ (wild
bull-baiting), ‘Türkische Löwen Jagd’ (Turkish lion hunting), ‘Kurzweiliger

Bären Gspas’ (entertaining bear game), and ‘Indianscher Tyger u: Löwē
Kampf’ (Indian lion and tiger fight)—printed in blue, then at the height of
fashion, by the heirs of Johann Christoph Haffner (1668–1754). Franz
Reitinger defines the ‘blaue Epoche’, a period when blue became
extremely popular, as between 1730 and 1765, following the chance
discovery of what became known as Prussian blue, the first modern
synthetic pigment, at the beginning of the century.
In his census of blue mezzotints produced in Augsburg, Reitinger lists 37
other prints by Haffner or his heirs, but none of these four. See Die
blaue Epoche: reduktive Farbigkeit im Rokoko (2016), pp. 262–4. Of the
prints themselves, there is an ordinary set, printed in black, among
Frederik V’s (1723–1766) collections at the Royal Library in
Copenhagen.

18. [PRINTING: ON SILK.] Handcoloured illustrated greetings card (‘Today
your grandson comes and to you pays /
Tears silent of sweet joy …’), with printed
silk inlay. Germany, late eighteenth
century.
Etching (208 × 110 mm), coloured by hand, in
which a window been cut out to reveal a piece
of peach-coloured silk beneath, on which is
printed a six-line poem; some light fingermarking, small hole at foot from when
sometime pinned.
£150*
An early greetings card.

SHAKESPEARE BY ‘THE SUPREME ACTOR FOR AN AGE’

19. [SHAKESPEARE: John Philip Kemble.] A good collection of
play- and handbills advertising Shakespearean productions (Henry
VIII, Macbeth, King John, Julius Caesar, Coriolanus, Cymbeline)
at Covent Garden starring the actor John Philip Kemble. London,
1810–17.
Together: £800*
By the 1810s, Kemble (1757–1823) had solidified his reputation and was
comfortably ensconced in Covent Garden, where night after night he
performed his most famous Shakespearean roles: ‘Psychologically
drawn and physically suited to stoical Romans, he excelled also where
pathos and melancholy were dominant and with the fierily single-minded
(he was a fine Hotspur) … Kemble strove, both as actor and producer of
plays, to present in dramatic form the essence of human nature and its
relationship to the outside world as the Romantic age consistently
viewed it. No actor is for all time, but Kemble was the supreme actor for
an age’ (Oxford DNB). The 1810s also found Kemble working more
closely with his siblings, actor Charles Kemble (1775–1854) and the
incomparable Sarah Siddons (1755–1831); the present collection
includes several productions in which the three starred alongside each
other.
Also included here are playbills (items f and h) advertising one of the
highlights of Kemble’s career, his revival of Julius Caesar: ‘As always
with Shakespeare, Kemble radically reworked the text in order to present
it in the shape he had predetermined, but the outcome, however
questionable by Shakespearians, was “one of the most significant
revivals in the play's history … Throughout the next eighty years
audiences saw no production which did not owe a direct and profound
debt to the 1812 revival”’ (ibid.). By 1817, however, Kemble’s health had
begun to deteriorate, and in 1820 he passed his Covent Garden
interests on to his brother Charles; he died in 1823 after suffering a
stroke in Lausanne.
a) [HENRY VIII.] New Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden, this present
Saturday, May 26, 1810, will be acted Shakspeare’s historical Play of
King Henry the Eighth … Cardinal Wolsey, Mr. Kemble … Cromwell, Mr.
C. Kemble … Katharine, Queen of England, Mrs. Siddons … to which
will be added (first time this season) the musical Entertainment of The
Escapes; or, The Water Carrier … [London:] E. Macleish, Printer …
[1810].
Handbill (243 × 194 mm), printed on tinted paper, some browning and
light spotting, upper right-hand corner a little creased. [With:]

b) [MACBETH.] New Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden, this present
Monday, June 4, 1810, will be acted Shakspeare’s Tragedy of Macbeth
… Macbeth by Mr. Kemble, Macduff by Mr. C. Kemble … Lady Macbeth
by Mrs. Siddons. … after which, in honour of His Majesty’s Birth Day, the
musical Piece of The Jubilee … to which will be added the grand serious
pantomimed Ballet of The Deserter of Naples … [London:] E. Macleish,
Printer … [1810].
Handbill (234 × 183 mm), printed on tinted paper, some light spotting.
[And:]
c) [KING JOHN.] New Theatre-Royal, Covent-Garden, this present
Monday, June 11, 1810, will be acted Shakspeare’s historical Play of
King John … John, King of England by Mr. Kemble … Falconbridge by
Mr. C. Kemble … The Lady Constance by Mrs. Siddons … after which

(for the 52nd and last Time) the new comick Pantomime, called
Harlequin Pedlar or, The Haunted Well … [London:] E. Macleish, Printer
[1810] … Tomorrow, for the last Time this Season, Shakspeare’s
Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark. Hamlet by Mr. Kemble … to
which will be added … the Tragedy of King Lear. King Lear, Mr. Kemble
… On Monday the Tragedy of Macbeth. Macbeth, Mr. Kemble, Macduff,
Mr. C. Kemble, Lady Macbeth, Mrs. Siddons. [London, 1810].
Handbill (237 × 195 mm), printed on tinted paper, a little marginal
browning. [And:]
d) [KING JOHN.] New Theatre Royal, Covent Garden, this present
Saturday, Dec. 15, 1810, will be acted Shakspeare’s Tragedy of King
John … John, King of England by Mr Kemble … to which will be added
the Farce of All the World’s a Stage … [Printed by] Macleish … [1810].
Handbill (250 × 178 mm), printed on tinted paper, a little browning.
[And:]
e) [HENRY VIII.] The last Night but two of Mr. Kemble’s present
Engagement. Theatre Royal, Covent Garden this present Monday,
February 7, 1814, will be acted Shakspeare’s Play of King Henry the
Eighth … Cardinal Wolsey, Mr. Kemble … to which will be added (for the
31st time) the new grand Pantomime, called Harlequin & the Swans or,
the Bath of Beauty … Printed by E. Macleish … [1814].
Playbill (322 × 214 mm), printed on tinted paper, a little browning. [And:]
f) [JULIUS CAESAR.] Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden this present
Wednesday, February 9, 1814, will be acted, Shakspeare’s Tragedy of
Julius Cæsar … Brutus by Mr. Kemble … to which will be added the
Farce of The Spoil’d Child … [London:] E. Macleish, Printer … [1814].
Playbill (290 × 204 mm), printed on tinted paper, some light marginal
browning, bottom edge trimmed (affecting at least one line of text),
contemporary ink ms inscription to verso: ‘A Great and Overflowing
Audience from Box Pit and Galleries ½ Price at 5 to 9 Tragedy over 5
part 10 and all Concluded by a ¼ past Eleven OClock with Mr Roberts at
Piazzo Pit Door.’ [And:]
g) [CORIOLANUS.] Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden, this present
Wednesday, May 18, 1814, will be acted Shakspeare’s Tragedy of
Coriolanus; or, The Roman Matron … Caius Marcius Coriolanus by Mr.
Kemble … to which will be added a new Melo-Drama … called the Miller
& His Men … [London:] Printed by E. Macleish … [1814].

Playbill (317 × 200 mm), printed on tinted paper, some very light
browning; sometime laid down. [And:]
h) [JULIUS CAESAR.] Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden, this present
Wednesday, May 25, 1814, will be acted Shakspeare’s Tragedy of Julius
Cæsar … Brutus by Mr. Kemble … to which will be added (25th time) a
new grand Asiatick Spectacle, called Sadak & Kalasrade or The Waters
of Oblivion … [London:] Printed by E. Macleish … [1814].
Playbill (314 × 200 mm), printed on tinted paper, some light browning;
sometime laid down. [And:]
i) [CYMBELINE.] Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden this present Friday,
May 30, 1817, will be acted Shakspeare’s Play of Cymbeline …
Leonatus Posthumus by Mr Kemble, (Being the last Time he ever will
perform that Character.) … Previous to Mr. Kemble’s Retirement from
the Stage he will act tomorrow, (by special Desire) Brutus. On Monday,
Cardinal Wolsey. On Tuesday, Hotspur. On Wednesday … Cato. On
Thursday, Macbeth. [Each Character being for the last Time.] … On
Thursday, for the Benefit of Mr C Kemble, Shakspeare’s Tragedy of
Macbeth. Macbeth, Mr. Kemble, Lady Macbeth, Mrs Siddons, (Being
their last Appearance in those Characters.) … Printed by Macleish …
[1817].
Playbill (329 × 228 mm), a little spotted, largely in the margins, left-hand
side of upper margin slightly creased, sometime laid down.

INSCRIBED TO BRUNET

20. TRÜBNER’S bibliographical Guide to American Literature.
A classed List of Books published in the United States of America
during the last forty Years. With bibliographical Introduction,
Notes, and alphabetical Index. Compiled and edited by Nicolas
Trübner. London: Trübner and Co. … 1859.
8vo (213 × 135 mm), pp. x, cxlix, [1], 554, with an 8-page publisher’s
catalogue at the end; some light browning, one gathering slightly sprung;
still a good copy, a little shaken, in the original publisher’s polished
quarter roan by Westleys, cloth sides, spine lettered gilt, a couple of
short tears to joints at head.
£600
Unacknowledged second edition, greatly expanded from the first (1855,
pp. xxxii, 108), this copy inscribed ‘M. Brunet homage de l’auteur N.
Trübner’ on the front free endpaper.

Trübner (1817–1884) had worked in the booktrade since his teens, first
in his hometown of Heidelberg, then Göttingen, Hamburg, and Frankfurt,
where he became the corresponding clerk of the English publisher,
William Longman. ‘He moved to London in 1843, became fluent in
English, travelled frequently to continental Europe on business, and
continued to pursue his scholarly interests … Having arrived in London
without capital, Trübner’s first business venture after leaving Longman’s
employ was with a partner. Beginning in 1851, Trübner and Thomas
Delf set up an agency for the sale of American books in Britain,
continuing the trade established ten years earlier by Wiley and
Putnam … In 1855 was published the first edition of Trübner’s
Bibliographical Guide to American Literature. His first visit to the United
States brought the development of important relationships with American
writers and publishers’ (Oxford DNB).
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